HUMOR WRITING SUMMER CAMP

For students entering grades 9-12

Camp includes:

- feedback on writing from peers and coaches
- mini-lessons on humor genres
- guest workshops from local college humor writers
- readings on humor and writing
  - sample texts, chosen by students and instructors
  - tour of Penn's campus
- optional follow up sessions

Application info:

Interested in humor writing?

Complete a mini-application at tinyurl.com/humorwrite2019penn or email Mike @mmanni@gse.upenn.edu

(Penn GSE doctoral student, former middle school English teacher, former PhilWP Coordinator of Scholastic Art & Writing Awards)

Fully funded summer opportunity

J U L Y 8 – J U L Y 1 2
9:00 TO 12:30
V A N P E L T L I B R A R Y @ U P E N N